Abstract. We design two incremental algorithms for computing an inclusion-minimal completion of an arbitrary graph into a cograph. The first one is able to do so while providing an additional property which is crucial in practice to obtain inclusion-minimal completions using as few edges as possible : it is able to compute a minimum-cardinality completion of the neighbourhood of the new vertex introduced at each incremental step. It runs in O(n + m ) time, where m is the number of edges in the completed graph. This matches the complexity of the algorithm in [24] and positively answers one of their open questions. Our second algorithm improves the complexity of inclusion-minimal completion to O(n + m log 2 n) when the additional property above is not required. Moreover, we prove that many very sparse graphs, having only O(n) edges, require Ω(n 2 ) edges in any of their cograph completions. For these graphs, which include many of those encountered in applications, the improvement we obtain on the complexity scales as O(n/ log 2 n).
Introduction
We consider the problem of completion of an arbitrary graph into a cograph, i.e. a graph with no induced path on 4 vertices. This is a particular case of graph modification problem, in which one wants to perform elementary modifications to an input graph, typically adding and removing edges and vertices, in order to obtain a graph belonging to a given target class of graphs, which satisfies some additional property compared to the input. Ideally, one would like to do so by performing a minimum number of elementary modifications. This is a fundamental problem in graph algorithms, which determines how far is a given graph to satisfy a property.
Here, we consider the modification problem called completion, where only one operation is allowed: adding an edge. In this case, the distance between Our results. Our main contribution is to design two algorithms for inclusionminimal cograph completion. The first one (Section 4) is an improvement of the incremental algorithm in [24] . It runs in the same O(n + m ) complexity, where m is the number of edges in the completed graph, and is in addition able to select one minimum-cardinality completion of the neighbourhood of the new incoming vertex at each incremental step of the algorithm, which is an open question in [24] (Question 3 in the conclusion) which we positively answer here. It must be clear that this does not guarantee that the completion computed at the end of the algorithm has minimum cardinality (recall that the problem is N P -hard) but this feature is highly desirable in practice to use the inclusionminimum algorithm as heuristics to obtain a completion using as few fill edges as possible.
When this additional feature is not required, our second algorithm (Section 5)solves the insertion-minimal problem in O(n + m log 2 n) time, which only depends on the size of the input and almost linearly. Furthermore, we prove that many sparse graphs, namely those having mean degree fixed to a constant (as most of the graphs encountered in applications), require Ω(n 2 ) edges in a minimum-cardinality completion. This result is worth of interest in itself and show that, for such graphs, which have only O(n) edges, the improvement of the complexity we obtain here is quite significant, namely a factor n/log 2 n.
Preliminaries
All graphs considered here are finite, undirected, simple and loopless. In the following, G is a graph, V (or V (G)) is its vertex set and E (or E(G)) is its edge set. We use the notation G = (V, E), n = |V | stands for the cardinality of V and m = |E| for the cardinality of E. An edge between vertices x and y will be arbitrarily denoted by xy or yx. The neighbourhood of x is denoted by N (x) (or N G (x)) and for a subset X ⊆ V , we define N (X) = ( x∈X N (x)) \ X. The subgraph of G induced by some X ⊆ V is denoted by G[X]. For a rooted tree T and a node u ∈ T , we denote parent(u), C(u), Anc(u) and Desc(u) the parent and the set of children, ancestors and descendants of u respectively, using the usual terminology and with u belonging to Anc(u) and Desc(u). The lowest common ancestor of two nodes u and v, denoted lca (u, v) , is the lowest node in T which is an ancestor of both u and v. The subtree of T rooted at u, denoted by T u , is the tree induced by node u and all its descendants in T . We use two other notions of subtree, which we call upper tree and extracted tree. The upper tree of a subset of nodes S of T is the tree, denoted T up S , induced by the set Anc(S) of all the ancestors of the nodes of S, i.e. Anc(S) = s∈S Anc(s). The tree extracted from S in T , denoted T xtr S , is defined as the tree whose set of nodes is S and whose parent relationship is the transitive reduction of the ancestor relationship in T . More explicitly, for u, v ∈ S, u is the parent of v in T xtr S iff u is an ancestor of v in T and there exist no node v ∈ S such that v is a strict ancestor of v and a strict descendant of u in T . Cographs. One of their simpler definitions is that they are the graphs that do not admit the P 4 (path on 4 vertices) as induced subgraph. This shows that the class is hereditary, i.e., an induced subgraph of a cograph is also a cograph. Equivalently, they are the graphs obtained from a single vertex under the closure of the parallel composition and the series composition. The parallel composition of two graphs G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ) is their disjoint union, i.e., the graph G par = V 1 ∪ V 2 , E 1 ∪ E 2 . The series composition of G 1 and G 2 is their disjoint union plus all possible edges between vertices of G 1 and vertices of G 2 , i.e., the graph G ser = V 1 ∪V 2 , E 1 ∪E 2 ∪{xy | x ∈ V 1 , y ∈ V 2 } . These operations can naturally be extended to an arbitrary finite number of graphs.
This gives a nice representation of a cograph G by a tree whose leaves are the vertices of G and whose internal nodes (non-leaf nodes) are labelled //, for parallel, or S, for series, corresponding to the operations used in the construction of G. It is always possible to find such a labelled tree T representing G such that every internal node has at least two children, no two parallel nodes are adjacent in T and no two series nodes are adjacent. This tree T is unique [6] and is called the cotree of G, see example in Fig. 1 . Note that the subtree T u rooted at some node u of cotree T also defines a cograph, denoted G u , whose set of vertices is the set of leaves of T u , denoted V (u) in the following. The adjacencies between vertices of a cograph can easily be read on its cotree, in the following way.
Remark 1
Two vertices x and y of a cograph G having cotree T are adjacent iff the lowest common ancestor u of leaves x and y in T is a series node. Otherwise, if u is a parallel node, x and y are not adjacent.
The incremental approach. Our approach for computing a minimal cograph completion of an arbitrary graph G is incremental, in the sense that we consider the vertices of G one by one, in an arbitrary order (x 1 , . . . , x n ), and at step i we compute a minimal cograph completion
, by adding only edges incident to x i . This is possible thanks to the following observation that is general to all hereditary graph classes that are also stable by addition of a universal vertex, which holds in particular for cographs.
Lemma 1 (see e.g. [26] ). Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary graph and let H be a minimal cograph completion of G. Consider a new vertex x ∈ V adjacent to an arbitrary subset N (x) ⊆ V of vertices and denote G = G + x and H = H + x the graphs obtained by adding x to G and H respectively. Then, there exists a subset M ⊆ V \ N (x) of vertices such that H = (V, E(H ) ∪ {xy | y ∈ M }) is a cograph. Moreover, for any such set M which is minimal for inclusion, H is an inclusion-minimal cograph completion of G . We call such completions (minimal) constrained completions of G + x.
For any subset S ⊆ V of vertices, we say that we fill S in H if we make all the vertices of S \ N (x) adjacent to x in the completion H of G + x. The edges added in a completion are called fill edges and the cost of the completion is its number of fill edges.
The new problem. From now on, we consider the following problem, with slightly modified notations. G = (V, E) is a cograph, and G + x is the graph obtained by adding to G a new vertex x adjacent to some arbitrary subset N (x) of vertices of G. Both our algorithms take as input the cotree of G and the neighbourhood N (x) of the new vertex x. They compute the set N (x) ⊇ N (x) of neighbours of x in some minimal constrained cograph completion H of G + x, i.e. obtained by adding only edges incident to x (cf. Lemma 1). Then, the cotree of G is updated under the insertion of x with neighbourhood N (x), in order to obtain the cotree of H which will serve as input in the next incremental step.
We now introduce some definitions and characterisations we use in the following.
Definition 1 (Full, hollow, mixed). Let G be a cograph and let x be a vertex to be inserted in G with neighbourhood
, hollow if S ∩ N (x) = ∅ and mixed if S is neither full nor hollow. When S is full or hollow, we say that S is uniform.
We use these notions for nodes u of the cotree as well, referring to their associated set of vertices V (u). We denote C nh (u) the subset of non-hollow children of a node u.
Theorem 1 below gives a characterisation of the neighbourhood of a new vertex x so that G + x is a cograph.
Theorem 1 ( [7, 8] ). (Cf . Fig. 2 ) Let G be a cograph with cotree T and let x be a vertex to be inserted in G with neighbourhood N (x) ⊆ V (G). If the root of T is mixed, then G + x is a cograph iff there exists a mixed node u of T such that:
1. all children of u are uniform and 2. for all vertices y ∈ V (G) \ V (u), y ∈ N (x) iff lca(y, u) is a series node.
Moreover, when such a node u exists, it is unique and it is called the insertion node.
Remark 2
In all the rest of the article, we do not consider the case where the new vertex x is adjacent to none of the vertices of G or to all of them. Therefore, the root of the cotree T of G is always mixed wrt. x. x so that G + x is a cograph. The nodes and triangles in black (resp. white) correspond to the parts of the tree that are full wrt. x (resp. hollow wrt. x). The insertion node u, which is mixed, appears in grey colour.
The reason for this is that the case where the root is uniform is straightforward: the only minimal completion of G + x adds an empty set of edges and the update of cotree T is very simple. By definition, inserting x in G with its neighbourhood N (x) in some constrained cograph completion H of G+x results in a cograph, namely H. Therefore, to any such completion H we can associate one insertion node which is uniquely defined, from Theorem 1 and from the restriction stated in Remark 2.
Definition 2. Let G be a cograph with cotree T and let x be a vertex to be inserted in G. A node u of T is called a completion-minimal insertion node iff there exists a minimal constrained completion H of G + x such that u is the insertion node associated to H.
From now and until the end of the article, G is a cograph, T is its cotree, x is a vertex to be inserted in G and we consider only constrained cograph completions of G + x. We therefore omit to precise it systematically.
Characterisation of minimal constrained completions
The goal of this section is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for a node u of T to be a completion-minimal insertion node. From Theorem 1, the subtrees attached to the parallel strict ancestors of the insertion node u must be hollow. As we can modify the neighbourhood of x only by adding edges, it follows that if u is the insertion node of some completion, then u is eligible, as defined below.
Definition 3 (eligible)
. A node u of T is eligible iff for all the strict ancestors v of u that are parallel nodes, all the children of v distinct from its unique child u ∈ C(v) ∩ Anc(u) are hollow.
When a node u is eligible, there is a natural way to obtain a completion of the neighbourhood of x, which we call the completion anchored at u. Definition 4 (Completion anchored at u). Let u be an eligible node of T . The completion anchored at u is the one obtained by making x adjacent to all the vertices of V (G) \ V (u) whose lowest common ancestor with u is a series node and by filling all the children of u that are non-hollow.
The completion anchored at some eligible node u may not be minimal but, on the other hand, all minimal completions H are completions anchored at some eligible node u, namely the insertion node of H.
Lemma 2. For any completion-minimal insertion node u of T , there exists a unique minimal completion H of G+x such that u is the insertion node associated to H and this unique completion is the completion anchored at u.
Sketch of proof.(complete proof in Appendix A.1) Consider a minimal completion H that has u as insertion node (there exists one by definition). Note that the set of edges added between x and the vertices of V (G) \ V (u) is necessarily the same for all such completions: this is the set given in the definition of the completion anchored at u. Moreover, from Theorem 1, H must make each child of u either full or hollow. Consequently, the children of u that were non-hollow before completion must be full after completion. Since letting the children of u that were hollow before completion remain hollow results in a valid completion, it follows that, by minimality, this is what H does. Thus, H is the completion anchored at u.
2
To characterise completion-minimal insertion nodes, we will use the notion of forced nodes. Their main property (see Lemma 3 below) is that they are full in any completion of G + x.
Definition 5 (Completion-forced). Let G be a cograph with cotree T and let x be a vertex to be inserted in G. A completion-forced (or simply forced) node u is inductively defined as a node satisfying at least one of the three following conditions:
1. u is full, or 2. u is a parallel node with all its children non-hollow, or 3. u is a series node with all its children completion-forced. 2) It can be proven by induction on |V (u)|. The only interesting case is when u is parallel. Since all the children of u are non-hollow, it follows that no node of T u \ {u} is eligible. Moreover, u itself cannot be the insertion node of some completion since, in this completion, u should have at least one hollow child, which is impossible as all the children of u are already non-hollow before completion. As a consequence, the insertion node v of any completion H is necessarily out of T u . And since u is not hollow, Theorem 1 implies that u is full in H.
The next remark directly follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.
Remark 3
The insertion node u of any minimal completion of G + x has at least one hollow child and at least one non-hollow child. Then, u is non-hollow and non-completion-forced.
We now characterise the nodes u that contain some minimal-insertion node in their subtree T u (including u itself). In our algorithms, we will use this characterisation to decide whether we have to explore the subtree of a given node.
Lemma 4. For any node u of T , T u contains some completion-minimal insertion node iff u is eligible, non-hollow and non-completion-forced.
Sketch of proof.(complete proof in Appendix A.3) A minimal insertion node is eligible and, from Remark 3, non-hollow and non-completion forced. So are all its ancestors, proving that the conditions of the Lemma are necessary for T u to contain a minimal insertion node. To show that they are sufficient, consider a node v ∈ T u that satisfies these three conditions and that is lower possible in T u . By definition, the children of v are non-eligible or hollow or forced. One can show that, whether v is parallel or series, in both cases, v must have at least one hollow child and at least one non-hollow child. Therefore, the completion H anchored at v leaves v mixed, and so does a minimal completion H included in H . Then, H also leaves u mixed, which, from Theorem 1, is true only for completions whose insertion node is in T u .
Lemma 5 below gives additional conditions for u itself to be an insertion node.
Lemma 5. A node u of T is a completion-minimal insertion node iff u is eligible, non-hollow and non-completion-forced and u satisfies in addition one of the two following conditions:
1. u is a series node and u has at least one hollow child, or 2. u is a parallel node and u has no eligible non-completion-forced child.
Sketch of proof.(complete proof in Appendix A.4) To show that the conditions of the lemma are sufficient, we have to show that the completion H anchored at u is minimal (cf. Lemma 2). Because of Condition 1 when u is series and because u is non-completion forced when u is parallel, in both cases, H leaves some child v of u hollow. Since u is not hollow, the completions H whose insertion node u is out of T u must fill u, and so v. It follows that such completions H are not strictly included in H. The same holds if u = u, since in this case H = H from Lemma 2. Then, the only possibility for H to be strictly included in H is that its insertion node u is a strict descendant of u. But, in that case, if u is a parallel node, u does not satisfy Condition 2. Consequently, u must be a series node and therefore v is not hollow in H , which shows that H is not included in H. Thus, H is minimal.
Conversely, if u is a minimal insertion node, then Lemma 4 gives that u is eligible, non-hollow and non-completion-forced. Moreover, from Remark 3, Condition 1 is satisfied. Finally, if u is parallel and does not satisfy Condition 2, then u has a child v which is eligible non-hollow and non-completion forced. By Lemma 4, T v contains a completion-minimal insertion node. Then, the completion H anchored at v is included in the completion anchored at u, which implies that u is not a completion-minimal insertion node. By contraposition, if u is a parallel node, then u satisfies Condition 2. 2
An O(n + m ) algorithm with incremental minimum
In this section (see a more detailed version in Appendix B), we design an incremental algorithm whose overall time complexity is O(n + m ), where m is the number of edges in the output completed cograph. We concentrate on one incremental step, whose input is the cotree T of some cograph G (the completion computed so far) and a new vertex x together with the list of its neighbours
. Each node u ∈ T stores its number |C(u)| of children and the number |V (u)| of leaves in T u . One incremental step takes time O(d ), where d is the degree of x in the completion of G + x computed by the algorithm. Within this complexity, our algorithm scans all the minimal completions of the neighbourhood of x and select one of minimum cardinality. Our description is in two steps.
First step. For each non-hollow node u of T we determine: i) the list of its non-hollow children C nh (u), ii) the number of neighbours of x in V (u) and iii) whether it is completion forced or not. To this purpose, we perform two bottomup searches of T from the leaves of T that are in N (x) up until the root of T . Note that each of these searches discovers exactly the set N H(T ) of non-hollow nodes of T (for which we show later that their number is O(d )). In the first search, we label each node encountered as non-hollow, we build the list of its non-hollow children and count them. In the second search, for each non-hollow node u we determine the rest of its information, that is items ii) and iii) above.
For the leaves of T in N (x), it is straightforward to get this information. Then, the bottom-up search starts in an asynchronous manner: as soon as a node determines its information, it forwards its to its parent. When a node has received the information from all its non-hollow children (we determined their number in the first search), it can easily determine its own information and the process goes on, until the root of T has determined its information.
Second step. We search the set of all non-hollow, eligible and non-completionforced nodes of T . For each of them, we determine whether it is a minimal insertion node and, in the positive, we compute the number of edges to be added in its associated minimal completion. Then, at the end of the search we select the completion of minimum cardinality.
Since, all the ancestors of a non-hollow eligible non-completion-forced node also satisfy these three properties, it follows that the part of T we have to search is a connected subset of nodes containing the root. Then, our search starts by determining whether the root is non-completion-forced. In the negative, we are done: there exists one unique minimal completion of G + x which is obtained by adding all missing edges between x and the vertices of G. Otherwise, if the root is non-completion-forced (it is always eligible and non-hollow, cf. Remark 2), we start our search. For all the non-hollow children of the current node (we built their list in the first step), we check whether they are eligible and noncompletion-forced and search, in a depth-first manner, the subtrees of those for which the test is positive (cf. Lemma 4) .
During this depth-first search, we compute for each node u encountered the number of edges, denoted cost−above(u), to be added between x and the vertices of V (G) \ V (u) in the completion anchored at u. It can be determined as follows: if the parent v of u is a parallel node, then cost − above(u) = cost − above(v); otherwise, if the parent v of u is a series node, then cost − above(u) = cost − above(v)+|V (v)\N (x)|−|V (u)\N (x)|. We also determine whether u is a minimal insertion node by testing whether it satisfies Condition 1 or 2 of Lemma 5. Importantly for the complexity, this can be done by scanning only the list of its non-hollow children, and by using the information collected in the first step. If u is a minimal insertion node, then we determine the number of edges cost(u) to be added in the completion anchored at u as cost(u) = cost − above(u) +
From Lemma 5, minimal insertion nodes are non-hollow, eligible and noncompletion-forced. Therefore, our search discovers all of them and returns one that achieves the minimum cost among all completions of the neighbourhood of x. Finally, we need to update the cotree T for the next incremental step of the algorithm, as explained below. Complexity. The key of the O(d ) time complexity is that we search and manipulate only the set N H(T ) of non-hollow nodes of T . For each of them u, we need to scan the list of its non-hollow children C nh (u) and to perform a constant number of tests and operations that all take O(1) time (thanks to the information collected in the first step). Thus, the execution of the two steps takes O(|N H(T )|) time, which is also O(d ) as shown in [24] . Indeed, one can observe that during completion, all non-hollow nodes are filled (see Definition 4), except the ancestors of the insertion node u, but their number is also O(d ).
When, the insertion node u has been determined, the completed neighbourhood N (x) of x can be computed in extension by a search of the part of T that is filled, which takes O(d ) time. Then, the cotree of the completion H of G + x is obtained from the cotree of G (as depicted in Figure 3 ) in the same time complexity thanks to the algorithm of [7] . Overall, one incremental step takes O(d ) time and the whole running time of the algorithm is O(n + m ).
An O(n + m log 2 n) algorithm
Even though it is linear in the number of edges in the output cograph, the O(n+m ) complexity achieved by the algorithm in [24] and the one we presented in Section 4 is not necessarily optimal, as the output cograph can actually be represented in O(n) space using its cotree. We then design a refined version of the inclusion-minimal completion algorithm that runs in O(n + m log 2 n) time, when no additional condition is required on the completion output at each incremental step. This improvement is further motivated by the fact that, as we show below, there exist graphs having only O(n) edges and which require Ω(n 2 ) edges in any of their cograph completions. For such graphs, the new complexity we achieve also writes O(n log 2 n) (since m = O(n)) and constitutes a significant improvement over the O(n 2 ) complexity of the previous algorithm (since m = Ω(n 2 )).
Worst-case minimum-cardinality completion of very sparse graphs. Our proof is based on vertex expander graphs (see [20] for a survey on the topic), which require Ω(n 2 ) edges in any of their cograph completions, as stated by Theorem 2 below.
Theorem 2. Let c > 0 be a real number and G a c-expander. For any cograph completion
Sketch of proof.(complete proof in Appendix C) Cographs are known to be also distance hereditary graphs, and therefore totally decomposable by split decomposition, or equivalently of rank-width 1. It implies (for example from a result of [27] ) that H contains a split (S, V \ S) (meaning that the graph induced by the edges crossing the bipartition (S, V \ S) is a complete bipartite graph) such that n/3 ≤ |S| ≤ n/2. Since G is a c-expander, then |N (S)| ≥ c.|S|. One can show that the expansion property of G also implies that |N (V \ S)| ≥ c.|S|/3. Consequently, in H, the complete bipartite graph induced by the edges crossing the split (S, V \ S) has at least c.|S|/3 vertices in S and at least c.|S| in V \ S. Thus, it contains at least c 2 .
There exist deterministic constructions of very sparse graphs that are cexpanders, see for example the construction of 3-regular c-expanders by Alon and Boppana [1] , for some fixed c. Such graphs have only O(n) edges but, from Theorem 2, require Ω(n 2 ) edges in any of their cograph completions. More generally, it is part of the folklore that, for any constant a > 1, there exist c > 0 and p > 0 such that, for any n ∈ N sufficiently large, the proportion of graphs on n vertices and a.n edges that are c-expanders is at least p. This means that many graphs of fixed mean degree have the vertex expansion property and therefore require Ω(n 2 ) edges in any cograph completion. Motivated by this frequent worst-case for the O(n + m ) complexity, we now describe an O(n + m log 2 n)-time algorithm for inclusion-minimal cograph completion of arbitrary graphs (see Appendix D for a more detailed description).
Data structure. We store two distinct copies of the cotree T of G. The first one is a basic data structure in which each node u stores its number of children |C(u)| and a bidirectional couple of pointers to the corresponding node in the second copy of T , so that we can move from one copy to the other one in O (1) time. In addition, in the first copy of T , each node u stores a copy of the list of its children using the order data structure of [11] . It allows to determine which of two given children of u precedes the other one in the list, in O(1) time. It also supports two update operations, delete and insert, that respectively remove and insert an element in the list (just after a specified element), in O(1) time as well.
The second copy of T is stored using the dynamic data structure developed in [29] . This data structure allows to answer two kinds of query: lowest-common-Ancestor?, which provides lca(u, v) for two given nodes u, v, and next-step-to-descendant?, which given a node u of T and one of its strict descendants v, provides the child of u which is an ancestor of v. These two queries are treated in O(log n) worst-case time. To be precise, the latter query is obtained as a combination of three other basic operations provided by [29] that we do not use here, namely root?, evert and parent?. This data structure is dynamic, meaning that it supports update operations on the structure of the tree (which is actually a forest, as it is allowed to be disconnected). Operation cut removes the edge between one given node and its parent and link makes the root of one tree of the forest become the child of a given node in another tree. These update operations also have O(log n) worst-case time complexity.
Algorithm. Our algorithm determines the set W of the eligible non-hollow non-completion-forced nodes that are minimal for the ancestor relationship (i.e. none of their descendants satisfies the considered property), and arbitrarily picks one of them to be the insertion node of the minimal completion returned at this incremental step. Indeed, since nodes of W satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4 and none of their children does, it follows that nodes of W are completion-minimal insertion nodes. In order to get the improved O(n + m log 2 n) complexity, we avoid to completely search the upper tree T up N (x) to determine W . Instead, we use a limited number of lowest-common-Ancestor? queries.
Clearly, if a parallel node u of T is the lca of two leaves in N (x) then T u \ {u} contains no eligible node. Let P max be the set of parallel common ancestors of vertices of N (x) that are maximal for the ancestor relationship and let us denote W = P max ∪ N out , where N out is the set of vertices of N (x) that are not descendant of any node of P max , i.e. N out = N (x) \ p∈Pmax V (p). Note that all the nodes w ∈ W are eligible, and so are their ancestors. It follows that the set W we aim at determining is the set of the lowest non-completion-forced nodes in the upper tree T up W . In order to compute the set W , we start by computing the tree T = T xtr N (x)∪Ax extracted from (see Section 2) the leaves that belong to N (x) and the set A x of their lowest common ancestors, i.e. nodes u such that u = lca(l 1 , l 2 ) for some leaves l 1 , l 2 ∈ N (x). Then, we search T to find its parallel nodes P max that are maximal for the ancestor relationship and thereby obtain the set W . Finally, for each node w ∈ W we determine its lowest non-completion-forced ancestor nf a(w ) in T and we keep only the nf a(w )'s that are minimal for the ancestor relationship: this is the set W . It is worth noting from the beginning that since T has exactly d leaves and since all its internal nodes have degree at least 2, then the size of T is O(d).
We now show how to compute T in O(d log 2 n) time. To this purpose, we sort the neighbours of x according to a special order of the vertices of the cograph G called a factorising permutation [5] , which is the order π in which the vertices of G (which are the leaves of T ) are encountered when performing a depth-first search of T . One can determine whether a vertex y 1 is before or after a vertex y 2 in π as follows: 1) find u = lca(y 1 , y 2 ) and the two children u 1 and u 2 of u that are respectively the ancestor of y 1 and y 2 , and 2) determine whether u 1 is before or after u 2 in the list of children of u. Operation 1) can be implemented by one lowest-common-ancestor? query and two next-step-to-descendant? queries, which takes O(log n) time. Operation 2) can be executed in O(1) time using the order data structure of [11] . Therefore, since one comparison takes O(log n) time, the neighbours of x can be sorted according to
The benefit of doing so is that T can be built efficiently by considering the neighbours of x one by one in the order x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x d in which they appear in π (we say from left to right). At each step, we build the tree T i extracted from {x 1 , . . . , x i } and their lowest common ancestors, then, at the end T d = T . When inserting x i+1 in T i , at most one new internal node v i+1 is created in T i+1 . Because we consider the x i 's in the order they appear in π, we have necessarily v i+1 = lca T (x i , x i+1 ) and v i+1 must be inserted in the rightmost branch of T i , or it already appears in this branch if v i+1 ∈ T i . Consequently, we climb up the rightmost branch of T i , starting from the father of x i , and for each node v encountered we determine whether v i+1 is above v by computing lca(v, v i+1 ). The total number of lca queries needed to build the whole tree T is proportional to its size, since every time we pass above a node v on the rightmost branch, v leaves this branch for ever and will then never participate again to any lca query (cf. [13] ). Since the size of T is O(d) and each query takes O(log n) time, building T from the sorted list of neighbours of x takes O(d log n) time.
Once T is built, a simple search starting from its root determines the set P max of its parallel nodes that are maximal for the ancestor relationship, and we cut off from T all the subtrees rooted at the children of nodes in P max . The leaves of the resulting tree are precisely the nodes of W . As T has size O(d), this step takes O(d) time. Then, for each w ∈ W , we determine its lowest non-completion-forced ancestor nf a(w ) in T . From the definition of P max , the lowest parallel ancestor of w is non-completion-forced. Then, nf a(w ) cannot be higher in T than the grand-parent of w . It follows that we have to check the non-completion-forced condition only for w and its parent, which can be done, for each of them u, in O(|C nh (u)|) time. Then, we remove the nf a(w )'s that are not minimal for the ancestor relationship to obtain the set W , this takes O(d) time, and we arbitrarily pick one node w in W . The minimal completion of the neighbourhood of x returned is the one anchored at w and the total complexity of one incremental step is Fig. 3 . Modification of the cotree under the insertion of x at insertion node w. The triangles in black (resp. white) correspond to the parts of the tree that are filled (resp. that remain hollow) in the completion anchored at w.
Updating the data structure. After the insertion node w has been determined, the cotree T must be modified as shown in Figure 3 , and the data structure of [29] must be updated accordingly. The key for preserving the complexity is to perform operations involving only the non-hollow children of w. After the insertion of x, w is split into two new nodes w h and w nh in T , which are parent of respectively the hollow children of w and the non-hollow children of w. To form these two nodes, we cut from w its non-hollow children to obtain w h , still linked to the hollow children, and we link the non-hollow children to a new node w nh . This takes O(d log n) as it requires O(d) cut and link operations. The rest of the operations to build T are less sensitive and, for lack of space, we do not describe them. As a conclusion, the complexity of one incremental step of the algorithm is O(d log 2 n) and overall, the complexity of the whole algorithm is O(n+m log 2 n).
A Characterisation of minimal constrained completions

A.1 Completion anchored at u
Proof of Lemma 2: First, note that the modified neighbourhood N ū (x) of x in V (G) \ V (u) is given by Theorem 1 and is the same for every completion having u as insertion node. Moreover, as in any such completion, the children of u in T are uniform, then any non-hollow child v of u must be filled. Then, the completion H min defined by the modified neighbourhood N min (x) = N ū (x) ∪ v∈C(u) and v is non-hollow V (v) of x is included in every completion having u as insertion node. As there exists some minimal completion having u as insertion node, then from Theorem 1, u is left mixed after completion and so u has some hollow child with regard to N (x). Consequently, u is also mixed with regard to N min (x). Finally, since the insertion of x with neighbourhood N min (x) satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 1, then the completion H min has u as insertion node. And since H min is included in all such completions, it follows that H min is the unique minimal completion having u as insertion node. 2
A.2 Completion-forced nodes
Lemma 3 is a direct consequence of the following stronger statement.
Lemma 6. Let G be a cograph with cotree T and let x be a vertex to be inserted in G. A node u of T is completion-forced iff there exists a unique cograph completion of G u + x, which is the one where all missing edges between x and V (u) are added.
Proof. Let us show the result by induction on |V (u)|. First, consider a completionforced node u of T and a completion H of G u + x. If u satisfies Condition 3 of Definition 5, then, by induction hypothesis, all its children are full in H (as H is also a cograph completion of G v +x, for any child v of u) and so is u. If u satisfies Condition 1, then since u is full before completion, it is also full after. Consider now the case where u is completion-forced because it satisfies Condition 2 of Definition 5, i.e. u is parallel and all its children are non-hollow. Assume for contradiction that H does not fill u. Then, denote u the insertion node associated to H in T u . Theorem 1 implies that u is eligible, and since all the children of u are non hollow, it follows that u is not a strict descendant of u. Consequently, u = u and since all the children of u are non hollow, Lemma 2 implies that H fills all of them, and so H fills u as well: contradiction. Thus, u is filled in any completion H of G u + x and therefore, there exists a unique such completion.
Conversely, consider a non-completion-forced node u of T . If u is a series node, then u has at least one non-completion-forced child v. By induction hypothesis, there exists a completion H of G v + x that does not fill v. Then, the completion H of G u + x that coincides with H on V (v) and that fills all the other children of u is a cograph completion of G u + x that does not fill u. Now, if u is a parallel node, then u has at least one hollow child v. As u is clearly eligible in T u , the cograph completion H anchored at u is properly defined. Since H leaves v hollow, then H does not fill u, which achieves the proof. 2
A.3 Nodes whose subtree contains a minimal insertion node
Proof of Lemma 4: If u is eligible non-hollow and non-completion-forced, consider such a node v of T u which is lower possible in T u . If v is a series node, as v is eligible so are all its children. It follows that all the children of v are either completion-forced or hollow. Since v is non-completion-forced, at least one of its children is hollow and since v is non-hollow at least one of its children is nonhollow. The same holds if v is a parallel node: since v is non-completion-forced, at least one of its children is hollow and since v is non-hollow at least one of its children is non-hollow. Then, in both cases, in the completion H anchored at v, v is mixed and so is u. Consequently, there exists a minimal completion H included in H and necessarily u is mixed in H as well. From Theorem 1, it is straightforward to see that all minimal completions having an insertion node out of T u leaves u full or hollow. It follows that the insertion node associated to H belongs to T u . Now, conversely, if there exists v ∈ T u which is a completion-minimal insertion node, let us denote H the minimal completion anchored at v. From Remark 3, v is non-hollow in G + x, and so is u. Moreover, from Theorem 1, it is straightforward to see that v is eligible and so is u. From Theorem 1 again, v is mixed in H and so is u. Then, Lemma 3 implies that u is non-completion-forced, which achieves the proof of the lemma. 2
A.4 Characterisation of minimal insertion nodes
Proof of Lemma 5: We first show that if the conditions of the lemma are satisfied, then u is a completion-minimal insertion node. From Lemma 2, if u is a completion-minimal insertion node, then there exists a unique minimal completion H such that u is the insertion node associated to this completion. From Lemma 2 again, this completion H is the completion anchored at u, which is properly defined here as u is eligible, see Definition 4. We will now show that H is minimal. If u is a parallel node, as u is non-completion-forced, u has at least one hollow child v, and the same holds if u is a series node because of Condition 1. From Definition 4, v is hollow in H. Let H be a minimal completion of G + x and let u be its insertion node u . We will show that H is not strictly included in H. From Lemma 2, if u = u, then H = H and therefore, from now, we consider only the case where u = u. Note that, from Theorem 1, the only nodes of T that remain mixed after completion into H are the ancestors of u . All the nonhollow nodes of T that are not ancestors of u are filled in H . Then, if u is not a descendant of u, node u is filled in H and so is node v. It follows that, if u is not a descendant of u, H is not included in H. Now, consider the case where u is a strict descendant of u (remember that u = u) and suppose for contradiction that u is a parallel node. Lemma 4 implies that u is eligible. Since u is a strict descendant of u, then all the children of u, except its child w that is an ancestor of u , are hollow. Then, from Condition 2 of the present lemma, it follows that w must be completion-forced. Lemma 3 implies that w, and so u , is filled in H . This contradicts the fact that u is the insertion node, as from Theorem 1, this node remains mixed after completion. Thus, u is not a parallel node, but a series node. From Remark 3, u is nonhollow in G + x and consequently, u is not a descendant of v (the hollow child of u). Since u is a series node, it follows that v is filled in H , which is therefore not included in H. This achieves the proof that the conditions of the lemma are sufficient.
Let us now show that they are necessary. Consider a completion-minimal node u and let us show that it satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Firstly, because T u contains some completion-minimal insertion node, namely u, Lemma 4 implies that u is mixed, eligible and non-completion-forced. Let H be the completion anchored at u. From Theorem 1, u is mixed in H. Then, from Lemma 2, it follows that u has at least one hollow child. Condition 1 is satisfied.
We now show that if u is parallel and does not satisfy Condition 2, then the completion H anchored at u is not minimal, which implies that u is not a completion-minimal insertion node. Since u is mixed, it has at least one nonhollow child v. Moreover, since u does not satisfy Condition 2, v is the unique non-hollow child of u (then v is eligible) and v is non-completion-forced. As v is eligible, non-hollow and non-completion-forced, it follows from Lemma 4 that T v contains some completion-minimal insertion node. The corresponding minimal completion H is included in H and even strictly included as H leaves v mixed, while H fills it (since v is not hollow). Thus, H is not minimal. By contraposition, if H is minimal, Condition 2 is satisfied. This achieves the proof of the lemma. 2
B An O(n + m ) algorithm
In this section, we design an algorithm that runs in linear time in the size of the output graph (encoded by adjacency lists), that is O(n + m ) time, by denoting m the number of edges in the cograph output by the algorithm. The input of one incremental step of our algorithm is the cotree T of G and the new vertex x together with the list of its neighbours N (x). Each node u ∈ T stores its number of children and the number of leaves in T u . Our algorithm works in two steps.
First step: collecting information on nodes of T. We compute some basic information on the nodes of T with regard to N (x). To this purpose, we perform two bottom-up searches of T from the leaves of T that are in N (x) up until the root of T . Consequently, each of these searches discovers exactly the non-hollow nodes of T .
In the first search, we simply label all visited nodes as non-hollow and for each of these nodes, we count their number of non-hollow children. The nodes that are not visited, and therefore not labelled are exactly the hollow nodes of T .
In the second bottom-up search, for each non-hollow node u, we determine:
-the number of neighbours of x in V (u) and -whether u is completion-forced.
It is straightforward to get this information for the leaves l of T that belong to N (x): there is exactly one neighbour of x in V (l) and l is forced. Then, all the leaves in N (x) forward their information to their parents in an asynchronous way. Along this process, each non-hollow node u of T is able to know whether it has received the information from all its non-hollow children, as we determined their number in the first search. When it happens, when u has received the information from all its non-hollow children, u is able to determine its own information: u makes the sum of |V (v) ∩ N (x)| for all its non-hollow children v, and u determines whether it is completion-forced as follows. If u is parallel, then u is completion-forced iff all its children are non-hollow, and if u is series, then u is completion-forced iff all its children are completion-forced. Then, u forwards its information to its parent and the process goes on until the root of the tree itself has determined its information. At that time, the process ends as all the non-hollow nodes of T have already determined their information.
Second step: finding all completion-minimal insertion nodes of T.
Starting from the root of T , we search one upper tree of T that contains all the completion-minimal insertion nodes. For each completion-minimal insertion node encountered during this search, we determine the number of edges to be added in its associated minimal completion. Then, at the end of the search we can select the completion of minimum cardinality encountered.
From Lemma 4, it is necessary and sufficient to search all the nodes of T that are non-hollow, eligible and non-completion-forced. Moreover, note that all the ancestors of such nodes are themselves non-hollow, eligible and non-completionforced. Then our algorithm proceeds as follows.
It starts by determining whether the root of T is non-completion-forced (the root is always eligible, by definition, and non-hollow from Remark 2). If this is not the case, then there exists one unique minimal completion of G + x which is obtained by making x a universal vertex.
Otherwise, if the root is non-completion-forced (and eligible and non-hollow, necessarily), then we search T , starting from the root. For all the non-hollow children of the current node, we check whether they are eligible and non-completionforced and search, in a depth-first manner, the subtrees of those for which the test is positive. During this depth-first search, we compute for each node u encountered the number of edges, denoted cost − above(u), to be added between x and the vertices of V (G) \ V (u) in the completion anchored at u. This can be computed during the search as follows:
-if the parent v of u is a parallel node (necessarily eligible, since we parse only eligible nodes), then cost − above(u) = cost − above(v); and -if the parent v of u is a series node, then cost − above(u) = cost − above(v)
In addition, for each node u encountered during the search (which is nonhollow, eligible and non-completion-forced), we test whether it satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5, i.e. whether u is a minimal insertion node. This can be done thanks to the information collected in the first step. For complexity reasons, note that Condition 2 of Lemma 5 can be tested by scanning only the non-hollow children of u. In the positive, if u is a minimal insertion node, then we determine the number of edges, denoted cost(u), to be added in the completion anchored at u, as cost(u) = cost − above(u)
As the search encounters all non-hollow eligible non-completion-forced nodes of T , then it discovers all the completion-minimal insertion nodes, and computes the cost of their associated minimal completion. We keep track of the minimum cost completion encountered during the search and outputs the corresponding insertion node at the end.
Finally, we need to update the cotree T for the next incremental step of the algorithm (as depicted in Figure 3 ). To this purpose, we use the algorithm of [7] as explained below.
Complexity. All tests on node u can be done in O(|C nh (u)|. Note that we never manipulate the hollow nodes: we search only non-hollow nodes and when we need to test the number of hollow children of u we avoid to count them by computing their number as |C(u)| − |C nh (u)|. Moreover, the computation of cost − above(u) can be done in O(1) time by noting that the sum u ∈C(v),u =u |V (u ) \ N (x)| can rather be computed as
Therefore all the searches take a time proportional to the number of nonhollow nodes of T . As shown in [24] , this number is bounded by |N (x)|, the completed neighbourhood of x. Indeed, from Theorem 1, all non-hollow nodes are filled except the ancestors of the insertion node u. Let v be a non-hollow child of one ancestor of u, then v is filled and it follows that the sum of the sizes of T v for all such v is bounded by N (x). The number of ancestors of v is also linearly bounded by N (x) as half of these ancestors are series and therefore have a child v which is filled.
When, the insertion node u has been determined, the completed neighbourhood N (x) of x can be easily computed in extension by a search of the tree, which takes O(|N (x)|) time. Then, the cotree of H can be computed from the cotree of G in the same complexity thanks to the algorithm of [7] . Overall, one incremental step of the algorithm takes O(|N (x)|) and the whole running time of the algorithm is O(n + m ), where m is the number of edges in the output cograph.
C Worst-case minimum-cardinality completion of very sparse graphs
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 2.
Definition 7 (Vertex expander, see [20] for a survey). A graph G is a c-expander if, for every vertex subset S ⊆ V (G) with |S| ≤
we have |N (S)| ≥ c · |S|.
Proposition 1 ([27]
). Let k be an integer and let G be a graph whose rankwidth is at most k. Then there exists a subset S ⊆ V (G) of vertices, such that n 3 ≤ |S| ≤ n 2 and cutrank(S) ≤ k.
We remark that Proposition 1 is stated by Oum and Seymour [27] in terms of symmetric submodular functions. Also see [30] for definitions of rank-width and cutrank. 
Our data structure is composed of two copies of the cotree: one stored in a basic data structure and one using the advanced dynamic data structure of [29] named dynamic trees. Actually, we could use only the advanced data structure, as it can be patched to contain the additional information we need (which we store in the basic data structure). But to avoid questions about the compatibility of such a patch with the performances of the data structure of [29] , we prefer to store the additional information we need and to perform the related operations independently in another structure. This is the reason why we describe our algorithm using two structures. Moreover, we also enhance the basic data structure storing the cotree with one additional feature: given a node u and two of its children u 1 , u 2 , we can determine which of u 1 , u 2 appears first in the list of children of u in O(1) time. To this purpose, the set of children of a node u is not only stored in a doubly linked list, as in the classical version of the tree, but a copy of this list is also stored using the order data structure of [31, 11] . This data structure allows to answer order queries, i.e. which of two given elements of the list precedes the other one, and supports two update operations, insert and delete. The delete operation removes a given element from the order data structure while the insert operation insert a new element in the order data structure just after a specified element. The order query and the two update operations all take O(1) worst-case time.
Finally, a node u of the tree stores its number of children |C(u)| and a bidirectional couple of pointers to the corresponding node of the data structure of [29] , so that we can move from one element in one copy of the cotree to the same element in the other copy in O(1) time.
Dynamic trees [29] In addition to the classical data structure described above, we also use the data structure developed in [29] to store a copy of the cotree T and maintain it at each incremental step. This data-structure maintains a dynamic forest rather than a single tree. It allows to answer two kinds of query:
lowest-common-ancestor? Given two nodes u and v of T , provide the lowest common ancestor lca(u, v) of u and v. next-step-to-descendant? Given a node u of T and one of its strict descendants v, provide the (unique) child of u which is an ancestor of v.
These two kinds of query are handled in O(log n) worst-case time in the data structure of Sleator and Tarjan [29] . To be precise, the second operation is not described in [29] , but it can be obtained as a combination of other operations they provide. Indeed, their data structure also supports, in the same complexity:
-an update operation called evert(u) which, given a vertex u of T , makes u become the root of T , and -a query operation named root?(u) that provides the root of the tree T to which node u belongs.
Then, the query next-step-to-descendant?(u, v) we use here can be resolved by the sequence of operations (two updates and two queries): r =root?(u), evert(v), parent?(u), evert(r), which takes O(log n) time.
Along our incremental algorithm, we need to maintain the dynamic data structure of [29] , which can be done thanks to the following update operations.
cut. Given a node u in a tree T of the forest F such that u is not the root of T , remove the edge between u and parent(u). Then, u becomes the root of its new tree T in forest F .
link. Given a node u in a tree T of the forest F such that u is not the root of T and given the root v of a tree T = T , make u the parent of v.
Note that operations cut and link are converse of each other. As for queries, all update operations takes O(log n) worst-case time.
D.2 Algorithm
Our algorithm determines the set W of the nodes that are simultaneously eligible, non-hollow and non-completion-forced and that are minimal for the ancestor relationship among nodes having these three properties. Then, it picks any of them to be the insertion node of the minimal completion returned at this incremental step. Indeed, since nodes of W satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4 and none of their children does (because nodes of W are minimal for the ancestor relationship), it follows that nodes of W are completion-minimal insertion nodes. In order to get the improved O(n + m log 2 n) complexity, we avoid to completely search the upper tree T up N (x) to determine W . Instead, we use a limited number of lca queries.
Clearly, if a parallel node u of T is the lca of two leaves in N (x) then T u \ {u} contains no eligible node. Let P max be the set of parallel common ancestors of vertices of N (x) that are maximal for the ancestor relationship and let us denote W = P max ∪ N out , where N out is the set of vertices of N (x) that are not descendant of any node in P max , i.e. N out = N (x) \ p∈Pmax V (p). Note that all the nodes w ∈ W are eligible, and so are their ancestors. It follows that the set W that we want to compute is the set of the non-completion-forced nodes in the upper tree T up W that are minimal for the ancestor relationship.
Finding an inclusion-minimal insertion node. In order to compute W , we start by computing the tree T = T xtr N (x)∪Ax extracted from the leaves in N (x) and the set A x of their lowest common ancestors, i.e. nodes of T that are the lowest common ancestor of two nodes of N (x). Then, we remove from T all the strict descendants of the maximal parallel nodes of T . The leaves of the resulting tree are exactly nodes of W . Note that since T has exactly d leaves and since all its internal nodes have degree at least 2, then the size of T is O(d).
Let us now show how to compute T in O(d log 2 n) time. To this purpose, we use a special order on the vertices of the cograph G which is called a factorising permutation [5] and we sort the neighbours of x respectively to this order. A factorising permutation is the order in which the vertices of G (which are the leaves of the cotree) are encountered when performing a depth-first search of the cotree T . There are as many different factorising permutations as different depth-first search of T . Here, we use the factorising permutation π which is obtained by visiting the children of one node u of T in the order they are stored in the list of the children of u used in the implementation of the cotree. To determine whether a vertex y 1 is before or after a vertex y 2 in the factorising permutation π, we can proceed as follows: 1) find u = lca(y 1 , y 2 ) and find the two children u 1 and u 2 of u that are respectively the ancestor of y 1 and y 2 , and 2) determine whether u 1 is before or after u 2 in the list of children of u. Operation 1) can be executed in O(log n) time thanks to the data structure of [29] by performing one lowest-common-ancestor? query and two next-step-to-descendant? queries. Operation 2) can be executed in O(1) time using the order data structure of [31, 11] . Then, comparing the order of occurrence of two vertices y 1 and y 2 in π takes O(log n) time and totally, sorting all the neighbours of x respectively to order π takes
Once the neighbours of x are sorted in the order x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x d in which they appear from left to right in π, we consider them one by one in this order and at each step we compute the tree T i extracted from {x 1 , . . . , x i } and their lowest common ancestors. Then, at the end of the computation, when i = d, we obtain T d = T . For each i between 2 and k, we obtain T i from T i−1 as follows: we compute v i = lca(x i−1 , x i ) and we insert it at its correct position in the tree T i−1 built so far.
Note that, since we consider the x i 's from left to right in the order of the factorising permutation π, the newly computed common ancestor v i is the only node that may be in T i but not in T i−1 . Moreover, for the same reason, if v i
is not yet a node of T i−1 then v i has to be inserted on the rightmost branch of the tree T i−1 , and if v i is already a node of T i−1 then v i already belongs to this branch, and so we discover it when we try to insert it on this branch. In order to do so, we climb up the rightmost branch of T i , starting from the father of x i−1 , and for each node v encountered on this branch we determine whether v i is higher or lower than v in the tree (or eventually equal) by computing lca(v, v i ). The total number of comparisons (treated by lca queries) made along the computation of T d is O(d). Indeed, as explained in [13] , every time we pass above a node v on the rightmost branch, v leaves the rightmost branch for ever and will then never participate again to any comparison. Then, the total number of lca queries we need to built T (including the d − 1 queries made on the pairs of neighbours of x appearing consecutively in the order of the factorising permutation) is proportional to its size, that is O(d). Since each of these queries takes O(log n) time thanks to the data structure of [29] , the complexity of building T from the sorted list of neighbours of x is O(d log n).
Once T is built, a simple search starting from its root determines the set P max of its parallel nodes that are maximal for the ancestor relationship and we cut off from T all the strict descendants of nodes in P max , which takes O(d) time. The leaves of the resulting tree are the nodes of W that we wanted to determine. As T has size O(d), this step takes O(d) time.
We now need to find the non-completion-forced nodes of the upper tree T up W that are minimal for the ancestor relationships. To that purpose, for each w ∈ W , we determine its lowest non-completion-forced ancestor nf a(w ) in T . From the definition of P max , the lowest parallel ancestor of w is non-completionforced. Therefore, nf a(w ) cannot be higher in T than the grand-parent of w . It follows that we have to check the non-completion-forced condition only for w and its parent, which can be done as follows. If w is a leaf of T , i.e. w ∈ N out , then w is forced. If w is a parallel node of T , i.e. w ∈ P max , then w is forced iff its number of children in T equals its number of children in T . Now, for the parent v of W , if v is a parallel node, as noted above, v is necessarily non-completionforced. Otherwise, if v is a series node, v is completion-forced iff i) v belongs to T and ii) its number of children in T equals its number of children in T , and iii) all its children in T belong to W and iv) all its children in T are forced (cf. conditions given above for w ). If none of w and parent(w ) is non-completion-forced, then necessarily parent(parent(w )) is. As testing these conditions for one node u takes O(|C nh (u)|) time, then determining all the nf a(w )'s takes O(d) time. Finally, we determine the nf a(w )'s that are minimal for the ancestor relationship, i.e. nodes of W , by searching T upward on at most two levels, starting from each of the nodes in W . This also takes O(d) and the total complexity of finding one completion-minimal insertion node, i.e. an arbitrary node w in W , is O(d + d log n + d log 2 n) = O(d log 2 n).
D.3 Updating the data structure under the insertion of x
In the previous section, we showed how to determine the insertion node w and the list of its children to be filled. Then, depending on whether w is a parallel or a series node, the cotree T must be modified as shown in Figure 3 , and the data structure of [29] associated to the cotree must be updated accordingly. The key for doing so while preserving the O(d log 2 n) time complexity is to perform operations involving only the non-hollow children of w. Indeed, their number is O(d), while the number of the hollow children of w can be up to Ω(n) and arbitrarily large compared to d.
After the insertion of x, the insertion node w is replaced by three nodes, see Figure 3 . Two of them have the same label as w: one w h has for children the hollow children of w and the other one w nh has for children the non-hollow children of w. In order to preserve the complexity, it is important to form these two nodes as follows. We cut from w its non-hollow children and its parent, we then obtain w h , still linked to its children. Then, we link to a new node all the non-hollow children of w. This takes O(d log n) as it requires O(d) cut and link operations, each of which is supported in O(log n) time by the data structure of [29] , and the corresponding delete and insert operations in the order data structure storing the lists of children of the nodes in the tree take O(1) time. The rest of the transformations in order to get the new tree as depicted in Figure 3 only requires 4 link operations. Thus, the time complexity of the update step is O(d log n).
